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1 Introduction
This Event Traffic and Transport Management Plan (ETTMP) has been prepared
to support the future operations of the Sydney Football Stadium (SFS). The
ETTMP has been developed to meet the statutory requirements of Condition D16
of State Significant Development (SSD) 9835 relating to the Sydney Football
Stadium Redevelopment.

1.1 Sydney Football Stadium Redevelopment
On 6 December 2018, the then Minister for Planning approved Stage 1 of
Sydney Football Stadium (SFS) comprising a concept approval and concurrent
early works package (SSD 9249) to facilitate redevelopment of the Sydney
Football Stadium. The concept approval established the maximum building
envelope, design and operational parameters for a new stadium with up to
45,000 seats for patrons and allowing for 55,000 patrons in concert mode. The
concurrent Stage 1 works, which were completed on 28 February 2020,
facilitated the demolition of the former SFS and associated buildings.
Stage 2 of the Sydney Football Stadium (SFS) Redevelopment (SSD 9835) was
approved by the Minister for Planning and Public Spaces on 6 December 2019.
Stage 2 provides for:
•

construction of the stadium, including:
o 45,000 seats (additional 10,000 - person capacity in the playing
field in concert mode) in four tiers including general admission
areas, members seating and corporate / premium seating;
o roof cover over all permanent seats and a rectangular playing pitch;
o a mezzanine level with staff and operational areas;
o internal pedestrian circulation zones, media facilities and other
administration areas on the seating levels;
o a basement level (at the level of the playing pitch) accommodating
pedestrian and vehicular circulation zones, 50 car parking spaces,
facilities for teams and officials, media and broadcasting areas,
storage and internal loading areas;
o food and drink kiosks, corporate and media facilities; and
o four signage zones.

•

construction and establishment of the public domain within the site, including:
o hard and soft landscaping works;
o publicly accessible event and operational areas;
o public art; and
o provision of pedestrian and cycling facilities.
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•

wayfinding signage and lighting design within the site;

•

reinstatement of the existing Moore Park Carpark 1 (MP1) upon completion of
construction works with 540 at-grade car parking spaces and vehicular
connection to the new stadium basement level;

•

operation and use of the new stadium and the public domain areas within the
site for a range of sporting and entertainment events; and

•

extension and augmentation of utilities and infrastructure.

To date, SSD 9835 has been modified on six previous occasions as summarised
in Table 1.
Table 1 Modifications to SSD 9835

Modification

Approved

Description

Modification 1

3 April 2020

Amend Conditions B14 and B15 to enable the
condition to be satisfied in accordance with
the principles and framework prescribed by
the Contaminated Land Management Act
1997.

Modification 2

14 December
2020

Reinstate fitness facilities that were previously
available within the former SFS.

Modification 3

7 December 2020

Alter the approved mezzanine slabs at the
eastern and western stands and relocate the
approved administration facilities. design
amendments to the south western glazed
façade. inclusion of an additional stadium
signage condition.

Modification 4

22 April 2021

Relocate the photovoltaic (PV) cells from the
stadium’s roof to Level 5 (above the eastern
and western plant rooms) and a reduction in
the amount of kilowatts peak (kWp)
generated.

Modification 5

8 June 2021

Minor modification to correct plan revisions
and dates.

Modification 6

29 September
2021

Fit-out, use and operation of the eastern
mezzanine of the stadium for the purpose of a
dedicated training and administration facility
for the Sydney Roosters NRL football club,
known as the Sydney Roosters Centre of
Excellence.

Modification 7

July 2022

A village community space, event plaza and
multi-level car park to complement the SFS
and adjoining Moore Park and Centennial
Parklands.
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1.1.1 SSD 9835 assessment
Extensive traffic and transport analysis was undertaken for the future Sydney
Football Stadium as part of the Stage 1 and Stage 2 DA processes
Previous analyses considered measures to improve transport arrangements for
people attending events in the Moore Park Precinct, including:
•

Pick up / drop off arrangements for taxis and ride-share vehicles;

•

Coach parking arrangements;

•

Pedestrian routes;

•

Public transport usage; and

•

Traffic movements and car parking.

This ETTMP builds on the work undertaken as part of the transport assessment
supporting SSD 9835, taking into consideration changes in the transport
environment since the project approval (e.g. introduction of light rail) as well
ensuring the proposed measures align with TfNSW’s broader Moore Park
Precinct Transport Action Plan and the draft Special Event Traffic & Transport
Management Plan.
The Moore Park Precinct Transport Action Plan has been developed to achieve
operational improvements to traffic and transport in the Moore Park precinct. The
Action Plan focuses on transport actions, such as intersection changes, bus and
light rail service changes and measures to improve traffic and pedestrian flow in
the vicinity of the Moore Park precinct. MEOG1 has been consulted in reference
to the draft Action Plan and the Moore Park Precinct Transport Action Plan has
since been endorsed by the Transport Minister in April 2022 .
1.1.2 Condition D16 – ETTMP
Pursuant to Condition D16 (reproduced below), an ETTMP is required to be
prepared.
Table 2 Report scope

Condition D16 requirement

Report
reference

The applicant must prepare a site-specific Event Traffic and Transport Management Plan (ETTMP)
for the proposed operation of the stadium to ensure that traffic and transport during events
(including bump –in and bump-out periods) are safely and efficiently operated. The plan must:

1
The Moore Park Event Operations Group (MEOG) is chaired and coordinated by Transport for NSW.
MEOG member agencies include TfNSW (Sydney Trains, TMC, State Transit Authority), Venues NSW,
NSW Police; Australian Turf Club (ATC); Randwick Council; City of Sydney Council; Fox Studios;
Entertainment Quarter; Hordern Pavilion, Greater Sydney Parklands and the NSW Taxi Council;. MEOG
develops operational plans to ensure the delivery of safe and successful events in the Moore Park sporting
and entertainment Precinct and provides a forum for member agencies to work with event organisers on the
effective traffic and parking operations in the precinct and its surrounds.
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Condition D16 requirement

Report
reference

be prepared in consultation with the Sydney Coordination Office and Transport
Management Centre within TfNSW, NSW Police, City of Sydney Council, SCSGT and
Centennial Park and Moore Park Trust;

2.1

consider various event types and / or scenarios including (but not limited to) double
headers and concerts

2.3

consider cumulative impacts of simultaneous events within the Moore Park Precinct

2.3, 3.6,
0, 5

include evidence to demonstrate alignment with the broader Moore Park Traffic and
Transport Management Plan as made available by TfNSW

2.1, 2.3

include measures to manage pick-up / drop-off facilities for patrons using taxi,
coaches, kiss and ride and rideshare services including consideration of any
Geofence for all ride-share companies while ensuring safe access for emergency
vehicles and local residents in local streets

4

include measures to mitigate impacts to traffic flow from the following activities on the
northern section of Driver Avenue:
(i)
passenger pick-up / drop-off on the eastern kerb; and
(ii)
large vehicles, including coaches and stretched vehicles, undertaking multiple
traffic manoeuvres to turn around;

4.4

include event management measures, including crowd management, to minimise the
need for any lane / road closures, including along Moore Park Road due to the
various pedestrian entries along the Moore Park Road frontage of the site. Traffic
management details are to be provided in the event of a lane / road closure

3.6

detail the strategies to mitigate risks at points of crowd swell (i.e. pedestrian crossing /
refuge points, circulation around the stadium and Moore Park Precinct and approach
and departure points);

3.4

detail measures to manage cyclist activity along the planned Moore Park Road
cycleway on event days

3.8

provide details of wayfinding and signage measures within the confines of the site
boundaries, including messaging and announcements, which provide clear directions
for patrons to all modes of travel, including walking, light rail, heavy rail/metro, bus,
taxi, coach, kiss and ride and rideshare services and include illumination for
appropriate use at night

3.9

provide evidence of consideration of any integrated ticketing initiatives across event
types and details of the implementation if available

6.4
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Condition D16 requirement

Report
reference

provide details of emergency services vehicles access and egress

3.7

provide details of performance levels and targets that can measure the success of
implementation of the ETTMP

7

identify the specific procedures and actions (including responsibility and timeframes)
that will be implemented

8

describe the frequency and process of proposed reviews and revisions to the Plan,
including provision for consultation with the stakeholder identified in D16(a) above

7

1.1.3 Precinct Village and Car Park Project
In September 2021, Venues NSW (VNSW) announced a proposal to introduce a
village community space, event plaza and multi-level car park to complement the
SFS and adjoining Moore Park and Centennial Parklands (SSD 9835
Modification 7) known as the ‘Precinct Village and Car Park’ project.
Following the SFS opening and at a time that best aligns with the projected
events schedule, Venues NSW proposes to proceed with the staged construction
of the Precinct Village and Car Park.
The stages include:
•

Stage 0 - the reinstatement of the 540 at-grade car parking spaces on the
MP1 Car Park ready for operations for opening of the Stadium (as per the
current consent for SSD 9835).

•

Stage 1 - construction of the multi-level carpark west and the Precinct Village
west including the food and beverage offering. Up to 1,270 spaces will be
provided at the completion of this stage.

•

Stage 2 - construction of the multi-level carpark east, tennis courts and
associated amenities. Up to 1,500 spaces will be provided at the completion
of stage 2 (inclusive of those spaces delivered under stage 1).

1.2 Greater Sydney Parklands Trust Act 2022
The Greater Sydney Parklands Trust Bill was drafted in 2021 and passed
through the NSW Parliament on 29 March 2022. The Greater Sydney Parklands
Trust Act 2022 was assented on 13 April 2022 and is scheduled to be enacted
on 1 July 2022. The Act now governs overall planning for the Moore Park
Precinct including existing and future restrictions to event on-grass car parking.
The restrictions on car parking in Moore Park East as detailed in the Act are as
follows:
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•

Immediate prohibition of car parking on Upper Kippax, which is now in place
for all events in the Moore Park precinct;

•

Cessation of car parking on Lower Kippax from 31 December 2023; and

•

Cessation of car parking on Showground (EP3) from 31 December 2025.

1.3 Purpose and objectives of the Event Transport and Traffic
Management Plan
The overarching purpose of the ETTMP is to ensure that traffic and transport
during events at the SFS (including bump–in and bump-out periods) is safely and
efficiently operated. The ETTMP will assist in facilitating a safe, simple, enjoyable
and seamless arrival and exit arrangement for patrons, irrespective of the mode
of travel by which they attend events.
The key objectives of the ETTMP are to:
•

Identify appropriate levels of traffic and pedestrian management required to
support different sized events (including double headers) at the SFS;

•

Detail measures to manage passenger pick up and drop off on event days,
including measures to mitigate impacts to traffic flow from the following
activities on the northern section of Driver Avenue;

•

Provide details of wayfinding and signage measures within the confines of the
site boundaries;

•

Outline public transport arrangements on event days including the
implementation of integrated ticketing for events; and

•

Identify performance levels and targets that can measure the success of
implementation of the ETTMP.

1.4 ETTMP approval requirements
As required under Condition D16, the ETTMP must:
(i)
Be endorsed by the Coordinator General, Transport Coordination within
TfNSW, at least 6 months prior to the commencement of the operation of the
new stadium; and
(ii)
Once endorsed, be submitted to the CCC, Planning Secretary, Certifying
Authority and Council for information, at least 3 months prior to commencement
of operation.
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1.5 Land to which this plan applies
This ETTMP applies to the SFS Site, which is located at 40-44 Driver Avenue,
Moore Park within the City of Sydney Local Government Area (LGA), and is
legally described as Lot 11, Part Lot 10 and Part Lot 12 in DP 1255013.
The Site is located on the eastern edge of the city, approximately 3km from the
Sydney CBD, and forms part of a larger entertainment and recreation precinct
shared with Centennial and Moore Parks, Fox Studios, and the Entertainment
Quarter. It is located in the northern corner of the precinct and is bounded by
Moore Park Road to the north, Paddington Lane to the east, the existing Sydney
Cricket Ground stadium to the south and Driver Avenue to the west. The site is
located immediately to the south of the suburb of Paddington, with the suburbs of
Centennial Park to the east and Surry Hills to the west.
The Site is connected to Sydney’s transport network through existing bus routes
and benefits from a dedicated stop on the recently completed Sydney CBD and
South East Light Rail.

Figure 1
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1.6 Document structure
This Event Traffic and Transport Management Plan is structured as follows:
•

Part 1.0 – Introduction

•

Part 2.0 – Developing the ETTMP

•

Part 3.0 – Event traffic and pedestrian management

•

Part 4.0 – Passenger pick up and drop off

•

Part 5.0 – Event car parking

•

Part 6.0 – Public transport access

•

Part 7.0 – Monitoring and review

•

Part 8.0 – Summary and recommended actions

1.7 Study context
Extensive traffic and transport analysis was undertaken for the future Sydney
Football Stadium as part of the Stage 1 and Stage 2 DA processes. Previous
analysis considered detailed measures improve transport arrangements for
people attending events in the Moore Park Precinct, including:
•

Pick up / drop off arrangements for taxis and ride-share vehicles;

•

Coach parking arrangements;

•

Pedestrian routes;

•

Public transport usage; and

•

Traffic movements and car parking.

The ETTMP will:
•

Finalise components of the SSD approved transport strategy;

•

Consider changes in the transport environment since the approval of the
Stage 2 State Significant Development Application (e.g. opening of light rail)
as well as potential additional changes from the implementation of the Moore
Park Masterplan 2040; and

•

Ensure that the proposed measures contained in the ETTMP align with
Transport for NSW’s (TfNSW’s) broader Moore Park Traffic and Transport
Management Plan.
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1.8 Supporting documents
Concurrent with the development of this ETTMP, a number of other operational
transport management plans have been developed to support the redeveloped
SFS. These supporting plans have been prepared to satisfy the relevant
conditions of consent of SSD 9835 and contain similar content to that presented
in this ETTMP. For this reason the four plans have been developed concurrently
so to ensure that the transport solutions developed consider the Moore Park
event precinct holistically and ensure all relevant items are considered in an
integrated manner. The supporting operational transport management plans are
as follows:
(i)

Green Travel Plan (Condition D14 of SSD 9835)
o Identify measures to support travel to events by sustainable transport
modes and achieve the identified mode share targets.

(ii)

Passenger Pick Up and Drop Off Facilities Plan (Condition D18 of SSD
9835)
o Provide details of proposed drop off / pick up facilities during events for
taxis, ride-share, coaches and kiss & ride vehicles.

(iii)

Event Car Park Management Plan (Condition D50 of SSD 9835)
o Car parking plan for events which considers the progressive phasing
out of on-grass parking as per the Moore Park Masterplan 2040
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2 Developing the ETTMP
2.1 Stakeholder consultation
The ETTMP has been developed over a period of more than 12 months and is
the culmination of an extensive process of technical studies and investigations,
and stakeholder consultation.
The views and responses of organisations and community members were
received through a variety of channels at critical stages in the development of the
event car parking management plan. Consultation with the community began in
2017 with the public exhibition of the Stage 1 Concept Application (SSD 9249)
and subsequent public exhibition of the Stage 2 SSD (SSD 9835). Over the
course of 2021, Venues NSW and its consultant team engaged with
organisations and community members via a series of meetings, workshops and
other engagement activities. The feedback received during these activities was
used to inform the development of the event car parking management plan.
The stakeholder consultation requirements prescribed by Condition D16 in
relation to this ETTMP, including their roles and responsibilities, is detailed in
Table 3.
Table 3 Summary of stakeholder consultation process

Stakeholder

Description
Preparation

Infrastructure NSW



Venues NSW



Consultation

Endorsement

Information*

Greater Sydney
Parklands



Transport for NSW



NSW Police





Department of Planning,
Industry and
Environment





City of Sydney Council





SFS Community
Consultative Committee





University of
Technology, Sydney



Fox Studios
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Description

Stakeholder

Preparation

Consultation

Endorsement



Kirra Child Care Centre
Adjoining
landowners/occupiers

Information*



* Following endorsement by the Planning Secretary Continuing engagement and opportunities to participate

The engagement process has been, and will continue to be, a core part of the
ETTMP’s implementation. All stakeholders will be kept informed of the progress
of the ETTMP and there will be opportunities to participate in future stages of
planning and to comment on aspects of implementation, as appropriate.

2.2 Data sources
The ETTMP has been informed by a range of data sources and technical
investigations completed over a four year period dating back to the development
of the Stage 1 and Stage 2 SSD applications supporting the SFS
Redevelopment. The analyses have been used to guide and inform the
development of the ETTMP, but also importantly to act as a benchmark to
monitor its success of the plan moving forwards.
The data utilised to inform the ETTMP is summarised in Table 4 below.
Table 4 Data used to inform development of the plan

Type

Summary

Years data
is available

Source

Post event
patron surveys

Patrons are sent an email after the event
has concluded asking them a number of
questions about their event day
experience, one of which is what mode of
transport they utilised to arrive to Moore
Park

2021

Ticketing
provider and
Venues NSW

Event day
interview surveys

Patrons are interviewed on their arrival to
events in Moore Park regarding their mode
of travel

2018, 2021

Arup, JMT
Consulting

Event day
parking data

For all events in Moore Park Venues NSW
collects parking data (number of parked
cars) at the three major event car parking
areas.

2016 – 2021
inclusive

Venues NSW

Pedestrian
movement data

Pedestrian counts review the number of
people arriving and departing the stadium
from different directions, particularly west
towards Surry Hills

2018, 2021

Arup, JMT
Consulting
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Type

Summary

Years data
is available

Source

Light rail
patronage

TfNSW provide estimates of the number of
people using light rail between Central and
Moore Park on event days

2020-2021

Transport for
NSW

2.3 Reference documents
This ETTMP has been informed by a number of key traffic and transport
documents prepared for the Moore Park precinct as summarised below.
•

Moore Park Masterplan 2040 (Centennial Parklands, April 2017)

•

Sydney Football Stadium Stage 1 Development Application, Transport
Assessment (Arup, June 2018)

•

Sydney Football Stadium Stage 1 Development Application, Response to
Submissions (Arup, October 2018)

•

Sydney Football Stadium Stage 2 Development Application, Transport
Assessment (Arup, 2019)

•

Sydney Football Stadium Stage 2 Development Application, Response to
Submissions (JMT Consulting, October 2018)

•

Moore Park Traffic Control Plans (Event Services International, September
2020)

•

Draft Moore Park Precinct Transport Action Plan (Transport for NSW, July
2021)

•

Sydney Football Stadium External Signage & Wayfinding report (ASPECT
Studios / Urban & Public, July 2021)

•

Precinct Village and Car Park Transport Impact Assessment (JMT
Consulting, October 2021)

•

Draft Moore Park and Randwick Precinct Special Event Traffic & Transport
Management Plan ‘TTMP’ (Transport for NSW, October 2021)
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2.4 Event categories
The operational transport plans have considered a range of different event
categories, which align with those nominated in the draft TfNSW TTMP. The
categories are:
•

Event category A+ (>40,000 people including major concerts and double
header events);

•

Event category A (30,000 – 40,000 people);

•

Event category B (20,000 – 30,000 people);

•

Event category C (8,000 – 20,000 people); and

•

Event category D (less than 8,000 people);

Categories form the base level of response for the crowd size in the precinct.
The extent of interventions and overlay required to support a safe and efficient
transport network generally increases in line with the nominated event
categories. It is important to note however that in planning for certain events it
may be recommended that the event category changes based on event specific
factors such as event start/finish time, day of week, code / teams involved and
other events that may be occurring at the same time.
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3 Event Traffic and Pedestrian Management
3.1 Pedestrian access strategy
Pedestrians will be able to access the SFS from a number of directions as
indicated in Figure 2. Direct, level connections will be provided via a combination
of at grade access points from Moore Park Road / Driver Avenue, the public
domain and from the SFS concourse area (blue lines). From the car park,
pedestrian access will be provided via stairs and lifts (both marked as pink
boxes).
Pedestrians arriving from the light rail stop or Albert ‘Tibby’ Cotter Bridge to the
south can access the SFS concourse area through the main western staircase
which will be open to the public at all times of the day. This will allow for high
quality linkages between the Precinct Village and the broader Moore Park area,
including the EQ and Centennial Parklands.

Figure 2
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The at-grade MP1 car parking area presents a level difference for people
accessing the SFS via Driver Avenue. The Precinct Village and Car Park, when
completed, extends the outer concourse level through to Driver Avenue, creating
an open, permeable environment that provides for pedestrian access from a
variety of directions. Access arrangements post completion of the Precinct
Village and Car Park Project is shown in Figure 3. The increased level of
pedestrian circulation also opens up the opportunity to remove existing
pedestrian/vehicle conflict points on Driver Avenue as further described in
Section 3.4 of this ETTMP.

Figure 3

18 July 2022

Pedestrian access arrangements (post completion of Precinct Village)
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3.2 Car parking access
3.2.1 Prior to completion of the Precinct Village and Car Park
Vehicles will access the MP1 car park from Driver Avenue in the same manner
as they previously did when the former SFS was in operation. The Driver Avenue
access point would facilitate entry to a 540 space car parking area which would
be in use on both event and non-event days. This access point would also serve
as the entry and exit for service vehicles and VIPs entering the SFS basement
ring road as indicated in Figure 4 below.

Figure 4

18 July 2022

Vehicle access strategy (prior to completion of Precinct Village)
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3.2.2 Post completion of Precinct Village and Car Park
The vehicle access strategy post completion of the Precinct Village and Car Park
is illustrated in Figure 5 and includes the following key elements:
•

A primary access/egress point on Driver Avenue at the existing MP1 car park
driveway. This facilitates access to a service road, with two lanes in each
direction, connecting the eastern and western car parking areas.

•

An egress only onto Moore Park Road, to be utilised following the conclusion
of events at the SFS or neighbouring SCG. This egress would only be utilised
for Category B events (or above) however this will form part of the pre-event
planning carried out by the Moore Park Event Operations Group. This egress
will provide for improved traffic flow and allow patrons to egress the car
parking areas in a more timely manner compared to current conditions.

Figure 5

18 July 2022

Vehicle access strategy (post completion of Precinct Village)
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3.3 Pedestrian arrival / departure routes
Based on the typical modes of transport used for major events in Moore Park
identified from the various data sources previously noted in Table 4, and
following discussions with Transport for NSW, the directions of travel for
pedestrians accessing the SFS during events has been forecast and is
presented in Figure 6. This indicates that the majority of pedestrians will travel
south from the SFS towards key public transport nodes such as the light rail stop,
event bus area and Central Station via the Tibby Cotter Bridge. Pedestrians
travelling towards Oxford Street will primarily use the pathways within Moore
Park East and not conflict with vehicle traffic entering or exiting the car park.

Figure 6

Pedestrian and vehicle movements (on SFS opening)

Post completion of the Precinct Village and Car Park, only 2% of pedestrians are
forecast to utilise the Moore Park Road southern footpath and cross over the
northern carpark egress point. This location will be subject to traffic control
(contracted by the venue operator) following the conclusion of events to manage
interactions between pedestrians and vehicles. It should be noted that pedestrian
movements will vary by event type, with the figures shown in Figure 7
representing that expected for a large (full house) event at the SFS.
As part of planning for the Precinct Village and Car Park the vehicle and
pedestrian routes have been carefully designed to minimise conflict – particularly
following the conclusion of an event. Figure 7 illustrates the key pedestrian

18 July 2022
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movements from the Precinct Village and the minimal overlap with traffic
movements into and out of the future car park. The majority of pedestrians will
head to the south and west of the venue, towards key transport hubs, as these
routes do not conflict with vehicle access and egress routes. The future closure
of the Driver Avenue eastern footpath will ensure pedestrians arriving from
Foveaux Street and Flinders Street do not interact with vehicles using Driver
Avenue.
On completion of the Precinct Village and Car Park, a small number (2%) of
pedestrians are expected to enter and exit the SFS on Moore Park Road
opposite Oatley Road crossing the Moore Park Road vehicle exit driveway.

Figure 7

Pedestrian and vehicle movements (post completion of Precinct Village)

More detailed pedestrian analysis is provided in the separate Pedestrian Route
Capacity Analysis document prepared to satisfy Condition D10-D11, endorsed by
Transport for NSW in May 2022 and submitted to the Department June 2022.

3.4 Event traffic and pedestrian management arrangements
Key elements of event traffic and pedestrian management strategy to be in place
in the interim period between the opening of the SFS in September 2022 and the
completion of Stage 1 of the Precinct Village and Car Park project include:
•

Maintaining temporary event day closure of Driver Avenue

•

Maintaining event day drop off areas on Driver Avenue

•

Reinstating MP1 car park access point on Driver Avenue

18 July 2022
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Figure 8

Event day traffic and pedestrian management (on SFS opening)

The key elements of the traffic and pedestrian management arrangements to be
in place for the SFS following the completion Stage 1 of the Precinct Village and
Car Park project will be as follows and shown in Figure 9:
•

All traffic to enter the MP1 car park via Driver Avenue, with egress to be via
Driver Avenue or Moore Park Road (for Category B or above events)

•

Driver Avenue, between the car park access point and the existing
roundabout near the entry to Fox Studios, to be closed to vehicle movements
on event days.

•

Event day drop off to be maintained on Driver Avenue both north and south of
the temporary road closure.

•

Pedestrian access to the SFS to be provided directly through the Precinct
Village via a number of different routes.

•

Eastern footpath of Driver Avenue (between Moore Park Road and the car
park access point) to be closed to pedestrians before and after Category C or
above events to eliminate conflict between vehicles and pedestrians. The
Precinct Village will offer a more attractive and convenient route for
pedestrians to access the SFS, than the Driver Avenue eastern footpath. This
will also provide benefits for the car park in allowing vehicles to egress more
efficiently following the conclusion of events as cars will not have to be held
back to allow pedestrians to leave the Precinct.
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Figure 9

Event day traffic and pedestrian management (post Precinct Village)

At the future car park egress point on Moore Park Road (post completion of
Stage 1 of the Precinct Village), traffic control will be in place to manage
pedestrian and vehicle movements post events. Depending on crowd size and
movements controls may be in place such that traffic is only permitted to egress
via Moore Park Road 10-15 minutes after the conclusion of the event to allow the
majority of patrons to clear the area. Traffic controllers will hold vehicles to allow
pedestrians to safely cross the driveway access points in a similar way to the
current management of event car parking areas.
The Precinct Village and Car Park project, along with the removal of event car
parking in EP2 as per the Greater Sydney Parklands Trust Act 2022, will facilitate
the elimination of two existing pedestrian/vehicle conflict points:
•

At the vehicle entry to the EP2 car parking area on Driver Avenue which
intersects with a key pedestrian pathway through Moore Park east; and

•

At the vehicle entry into the MP1 car park. With the Driver Avenue eastern
footpath to be closed on event days to pedestrian movements (and redirected
instead through the Precinct Village) this existing conflict point will be
completely eliminated.

These existing pedestrian / vehicle conflict points are illustrated in Figure 10.
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Figure 10

Existing pedestrian / vehicle conflict points on Driver Avenue

Figure 11

Elimination of Driver Avenue conflict points (post completion of Precinct Village)
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3.5 Future operational road network changes
TfNSW, within the draft Moore Park Precinct Transport Action Plan, has
identified a number of potential operational changes to improve road network
operations following the conclusion of events in the Precinct. These operational
changes will enable improved egress from on-site car parking areas and facilitate
new passenger pick up areas on Anzac Parade. The operational changes
documented in the Action Plan are illustrated in Figure 12 and include:
•

Allowing right turns from Moore Park Road into Flinders Street (implemented
in May 2021);

•

No left turn from Moore Park Road into Anzac Parade southbound following
the conclusion of events (already in place as an optional activation on event
days);

•

Allowing right turns from Cleveland Street into South Dowling Street to
disperse traffic away from Anzac Parade (only following the conclusion of
events);

•

No right turn from Lang Road into Anzac Parade northbound, this movement
would be replaced by the right turn from Cleveland Street into South Dowling
Street (only following the conclusion of events); and

•

Allowing left turn movements from Errol Flynn Boulevard into Lang Road to
improve egress out of the Entertainment Quarter car park (subject to planning
approval and only following the conclusion of events).

Figure 12

18 July 2022

Potential operational road network changes
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3.6 Traffic management
One of the key components of the new SFS is that the stadium footprint has
been shifted to the south west to create more space around the Moore Park
Road entry point and providing a plaza experience (see Figure 13).

Figure 13

Relocated SFS footprint

The relocation of the stadium will significantly improve pedestrian safety and
efficiency at the Moore Park Road / Regent Street intersection by creating
additional space for pedestrians to store and wait within the site boundary. A
greater buffer is now provided between the SFS and Moore Park Road which will
provide storage space for pedestrians as presented in Figure 14. As previously
indicated in Section 3.1 the majority of pedestrians will depart the Precinct to the
south and west towards the light rail stop, with only a small proportion of people
actually wanting to cross Moore Park Road to travel towards Oxford Street.
Pedestrian demand along the Moore Park Road frontage of the SFS will further
reduce on final completion of the Precinct Village and Car Park given that the
project (post Stage 2) will allow pedestrians to travel directly towards the Driver
Avenue / Moore Park Road intersection. Only a small proportion of pedestrians,
estimated to be 2%, will walk along the Moore Park Road footpath adjacent to
the SFS when entering and existing the stadium.
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Figure 14
Village)

Moore Park Road pedestrian movements (post full completion of Precinct

In conjunction with TfNSW and NSW Police, traffic and pedestrian arrangements
on Moore Park Road and Driver Avenue have been prepared for different event
types. These management measures seek to minimise the need for any lane /
road closures on Moore Park Road – consistent with the requirements of
Condition D16(g) of the project approval for the SFS.
No later than one month prior to the first event held at the Sydney Football
Stadium a series of Traffic Control Plans (TCPs) by a qualified contractor will be
prepared that further detail traffic management arrangements to be in place in
the Precinct as well as management of pedestrian flow and crowd swell. This will
cover the intersections on Driver Avenue at intersections on Moore Park Road
and Lang Road as well as along Moore Park Road between Driver Avenue and
Regent Street.
The TCPs will also indicate, following discussions with the MEOG, the extent of
any measures required to manage pedestrian flow along Moore Park Road. The
Road Safety Audit (RSA) required under Conditions D20 and D21 of the project
approval will also identify any relevant pedestrian/traffic measures to be
implemented and included within the TCPs.
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It is also important to note that a number of additional factors will influence the
decision of the NSW Police in relation to the implementation management
measures along Moore Park Road, including:
•

Day of week and time of day event is scheduled;

•

Attendance demographic;

•

Weather;

•

Event sporting code / teams involved;

•

Type of contest (e.g. close match where attendees are more likely to stay
until the final siren and not leave early);

•

Anticipated egress timeframe (e.g. there may be post-match activities
planned which disperses egress movements); and

•

Other events that may be occurring in the Moore Park Precinct or changes in
the environment external to the stadium.

Maintaining flexibility in the implementation of the traffic management measures,
at the discretion of the NSW Police, is critical in ensuring public safety following
the conclusion of events at the SFS.
The proposed Moore Park Road traffic management arrangements are
presented in Figure 15 through Figure 17 on the following pages. The extent of
the management measures to be implemented generally increase in line with the
expected event attendance. These measures are summarised below:
•

Category D events – No / minimal event overlay required beyond temporary
closure of Driver Avenue.

•

Category C events – As per Category C events however the Driver Avenue
eastern footpath is to also be closed to pedestrian movements to eliminate
the conflict point at the entry to the car park.

•

Category B and A events – It is proposed that while all roads remain open to
vehicle traffic, NSW Police staff will manually take control of pedestrian
crossing movements at signalised intersections on Moore Park Road at
Regent Street and Oatley Road. The timing of this measure is at the
discretion of the NSW Police based on various factors as previously
described.

For category A+ events the intention would be to utilise the plan implemented for
category A events as a base and build on this based on event specific input to be
provided at the MEOG by NSW Police, Transport for NSW and Greater Sydney
Parklands considering the specific needs of the event.
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Figure 15

Moore Park Road traffic management – Category D events

Figure 16

Moore Park Road traffic management – Category C events
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Figure 17

Moore Park Road traffic management – Category B/A events

Figure 18

Moore Park Road traffic management – Category A+ events
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At the southern end of Driver Avenue at the intersection of Lang Road police will
maintain their presence on event days. These current arrangements for both
ingress and egress are detailed in the Traffic Control Plans (TCPs) currently in
place by Venues NSW and Greater Sydney Parklands as reproduced below.

Figure 19

Figure 20

Driver Avenue / Moore Park Road intersection controls (ingress)

Source: Greater Sydney Parklands

Figure 21

Driver Avenue / Moore Park Road intersection controls (egress)

Source: Greater Sydney Parklands
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3.7 Emergency vehicle access
Consistent with the approval for SSD 9835, there will be access to all sides of the
SFS and completed Precinct Village (post Stage 2) for emergency vehicles as
presented below. The west, north and east sides will be accessed off the
external concourse, with emergency vehicles entering from Moore Park Road.
Emergency vehicles, inclusive of police, ambulance and fire vehicles, will be able
to enter the Precinct Village directly via the western concourse area if required.

Figure 22

Emergency vehicle circulation (prior to completion of Precinct Village)

Figure 23

Emergency vehicle circulation (post completion of Precinct Village)
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3.8 Moore Park Road cycleway management
The temporary Moore Park Road ‘pop up’ cycleway was opened in 2020 and
provides for a separated bi-directional cycleway along the eastern side of Moore
Park Road. City of Sydney Council approved an application in 2021 to allow for
the temporary cycleway to remain in place for up to two years while an improved
permanent cycleway on Oxford Street east is designed and the community is
consulted. It is anticipated the Moore Park Road cycleway will be removed in the
first half of 2023.
The cycleway is currently closed to cyclists following the conclusion of events in
Moore Park to reduce conflicts between cyclists and pedestrians egressing the
Precinct. The closure is facilitated through signage as well as the placement of
vehicles along the cycleway (see Figure 24). This arrangement will continue
following the opening of the redeveloped SFS in 2022.

Figure 24

18 July 2022

Post-event closure of Moore Park Road cycleway
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3.9 Signage and wayfinding
ASPECT Studios along with Urban & Public have prepared a detailed wayfinding
and signage strategy for the SFS, in accordance with Condition D22 of SSD
9835, which provides details of the proposed signs within the site boundary. A
suite of signage is proposed around the SFS as indicated in Figure 25. A variety
of signs will be provided within the site boundary including:
•

Directional signs (direct users to/from places and destinations). A suite of
directional signage will be provided within the site boundary which directs
users towards nearby transport services including the Moore Park light rail
stop, bus stops, coach parking, drop off / pick up locations, Central station
and taxi ranks.

•

Informational signs (inform users where they should go, including digital
screens and maps).

•

Locational signs (indicates where users are in the context of the precinct)

A number of the signs to be provided will be digital / illuminated for appropriate
use at night – in line with the requirements of the ETTMP condition. These
illuminated signs will include site identification pylons directing users towards key
areas within the venue as well as external destinations such as Moore Park
Road, Centennial Park, light rail and bus stops.

Figure 25

External signage locations

Source: ASPECT Studios / Urban & Public (2021)
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Examples of the illuminated / digital signs proposed for the venue are illustrated
in the figures below. Further details on all signage is provided in the wayfinding
and signage strategy prepared by ASPECT Studios and Urban & Public.
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Figure 26

18 July 2022

Examples of signage to be provided within the site boundary
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In addition to this signage strategy there are already a number of measures in
place to provide necessary information to patrons on arrival and departure from
the Moore Park Precinct. This includes signage information patrons of various
transport options that are available, including directions to the light rail stop and
Central Station. Mobile VMS are also in place across the Precinct (see Figure
27) directing patrons to various transport hubs.

Figure 27

18 July 2022

Existing directional mobile VMS
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3.10 Concurrent events
It is common for other events to occur in the Moore Park Precinct as well as
Randwick Racecourse concurrent with events held at the SFS. Concurrent
events have the potential to impact the ability of the transport network to
accommodate patrons demands and therefore are considered in detail as part of
pre-event planning at meetings of the MEOG. Potential impacts associated with
concurrent events can include:
•

Limiting available capacity on the public transport network;

•

Reducing available parking supply in the Moore Park precinct;

•

Additional pedestrian movements at certain locations on the surrounding
street network;

•

Additional traffic movements on key roads surrounding the site potentially
requiring additional traffic management.

The MEOG is the forum where relevant stakeholders such as ATC, Venues
NSW, Greater Sydney Parklands and Playbill can liaise with TfNSW to
understand the varying requirements of their events and determine any
necessary measures that may need to be implemented. Typically events running
concurrently with those at the SFS that require special consideration from a
transport perspective are:
•

Events at the adjacent SCG;

•

Race days and music festivals at Royal Randwick racecourse; and

•

Music festivals within Centennial Parklands.

The Hordern Pavilion and Entertainment Quarter can also host events that run
concurrently with SFS events however discussions with TfNSW have confirmed
these are relatively minor in nature given attendance limits and do not generally
require special consideration as part of planning undertaken by the MEOG.
Given the bespoke planning required for these concurrent events, which is based
on a range of factors as previously noted in Section 3.6, this will continue to be
undertaken by the MEOG in the lead up to the events taking place.
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4 Passenger Pick Up and Drop Off
4.1 Existing passenger pick up and drop off arrangements (Stage 0)
Drop off for taxis, ride-share vehicles and the general public is available on event
days at the northern and southern ends of Driver Avenue (western kerb) as
indicated in Figure 28 below. These areas are heavily managed on event days to
maximise the efficiency of the drop off areas for vehicles and minimise
congestion as shown in the images on the following page. The extent of space
available at the northern end of Driver Avenue is currently limited by the vehicle
access point to the event car parking area (EP2) within Moore Park east.
At the conclusion of events, vehicle pick up occurs in the broader Moore Park
Precinct, with no vehicles permitted onto Driver Avenue to enable the egress of
pedestrians and parked vehicles from the area.
Coaches currently use the southern end of Driver Avenue on event days to drop
off and pick up passengers. Coaches utilise the 90 degree parking bays on
Driver Avenue and can be double stacked during major events which provide for
up to 20 coach parking spaces.
The only dedicated taxi rank is on Errol Flynn Avenue adjacent to the
Entertainment Quarter which has capacity for approximately eight taxis.

Figure 28

18 July 2022

Existing passenger pick up and drop off arrangements
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4.2 Suitability of current arrangements
Based on consultation undertaken with TfNSW to inform this ETTMP, as well as
through observations of events at the SCG in early 2021, Table 5 below outlines
the following key insights and observations in relation to the suitability of
passenger pick up and drop off arrangements. These insights and observations
have been used to inform the recommended strategy as summarised in the
following sections of this ETTMP and detailed more comprehensively in the
Passenger Pick Up and Drop Off Facilities Plan.
Table 5 Suitability of current arrangements for passenger pick up & drop off
Transport Mode

Coaches

Taxis

Insights from data review and discussions with TfNSW
Generally coach parking is accommodated within the existing Driver Avenue south
area for the majority of events. Only certain events of certain sizes or fan base
locations (e.g. semi-finals involving the Cronulla Sharks) require extra capacity which
is arranged prior to the event.
Off-site coach parking areas can be utilised while the events are underway if
required, such as Lee Street interchange and Randwick Racecourse (bus parking
area fronting Alison Road). Passengers are dropped off and picked up on Driver
Avenue, with the coach parking in these off-site areas while the event takes place.
The existing taxi rank on Errol Flynn Boulevard within EQ is very constrained and not
well utilised given traffic congestion associated with the EQ car park.
Significant amount of taxi activity occurs informally on surrounding streets,
particularly pick up following the conclusion of events given lack of dedicated ranks.
There is growing demand for ride-share services but very limited facilities,
particularly for pick up. Kerbside areas (similar to taxis) are not currently an option as
rideshare vehicles cannot ‘rank’ or wait under the current road rules.

Ride-share

The lack of formal pick up facilities in the precinct for ride-share vehicles can
contribute to reduced traffic congestion as it distributes vehicles across a number of
areas rather than concentrating traffic movements at one or two locations.
Conversely this can also cause issues as rideshare vehicles pull over to pick up
passengers in unsuitable locations or pedestrians try to cross roads in unsafe
locations. Patrons also nominate pick up locations that tend to be convenient for
them but may conflict with or jeopardise traffic movements of others.
The existing kiss and ride drop off area at the southern end of Driver Avenue
generally functions well and allows for the efficient movement of these vehicles. The
existing kiss and ride drop off area at the northern end of Driver Avenue can become
congested due to:

Kiss and ride (event
drop off)

18 July 2022

•
•

Vehicles stopping to drop off passengers on the eastern kerb;

•

Conflicts between vehicles and pedestrians walking along the eastern footpath;
and

•

Conflicts between vehicles dropping off and vehicles entering / exiting the MP1 &
EP2 car park.

Lack of formal turning circle at the existing vehicle closure point on Driver
Avenue;
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4.3 Future changes influencing passenger pick up and drop off
In determining the preferred arrangements for passenger pick up and drop off
facilities it is important to consider the future changes in the transport
environment around Moore Park. These changes will have the potential to
positively benefit the operations of passenger pick up and drop off for events in
the precinct and are as follows:
1. Removal of car parking from Lower Kippax (by December 2023)
•

The Greater Sydney Parklands Trust Act 2022 requires the cessation of all
event car parking on Lower Kippax by December 2023. The removal of this
event car parking allows for the extension of the existing drop off zone on
Driver Avenue (north) due to the removal of the access point to the EP2 car
park as indicated in Figure 29 below.

•

This will also facilitate improved operations of the event drop off area at the
northern end of Driver Avenue as further described in Section 4.4 of this
document.

Figure 29

18 July 2022

Extended Driver Avenue (north) drop off zone
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2. Removal of Moore Park Road Cycleway (estimated 2023)
•

The existing Moore Park Road ‘pop up’ cycleway restricts the ability to
provide for passenger pick up and drop off on the southern kerb of Moore
Park Road.

•

Prior to the cycleway being in place, this section of Moore Park Road was
successfully utilised for passenger pick up and drop off as well as coach
parking for certain events.

•

City of Sydney Council has committed to the temporary Moore Park Road
cycleway to stay in place for up to two years, up to April 2023, while an
improved permanent cycleway on Oxford Street east is designed.

•

Removal of the cycleway would allow for Moore Park Road to once again be
used for passenger pick up and drop off.

3. Removal of event parking in EP3 (by December 2025)
•

The Greater Sydney Parklands Trust Act 2022 requires cessation of all event
car parking on EP3 (Showground) by December 2025.

•

When parking is removed in EP3 this would create the opportunity to use
additional kerbside space on Driver Avenue for passenger drop off and pick
up given traffic flows at the southern end of Driver Avenue would significantly
reduce when compared with current conditions. This is further detailed on
page 50 of this document.

4. New pedestrian link to the eastern side of Anzac Parade (estimated 2024)
•

The TfNSW Moore Park Precinct Transport Action Plan identifies the
investigation a new set of stairs to link the Dr Agnes Bennett bridge with the
eastern side of Anzac Parade (indicatively shown in Figure 30)

•

This project could facilitate a new passenger pick up point on the Anzac
Parade eastern kerb (i.e. for vehicles travelling in the southbound direction) if
found to be beneficial and feasible.

Figure 30

18 July 2022

Indicative representation of pedestrian link from Dr Agnes Bennett bridge
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5. Operational road network changes (implementation to commence from
2022)
TfNSW as part of the draft Moore Park Precinct Transport Action Plan has
identified a number of potential operational changes to improve road network
operations following the conclusion of events in the Precinct. These operational
changes will enable improved egress from on-site car parking areas as well as
enable Anzac Parade to be utilised for passenger pick up following the
conclusion of events. The operational changes under consideration were
previously illustrated in Figure 12 on page 23 and include the following:
•

Allowing right turns from Moore Park Road into Flinders Street (implemented
in May 2021)

•

No left turn from Moore Park Road into Anzac Parade southbound following
the conclusion of events

•

Allowing right turns from Cleveland Street into South Dowling Street following
the conclusion of events to disperse traffic away from Anzac Parade

•

No right turn from Lang Road into Anzac Parade northbound following the
conclusion of events, this movement would be replaced by the right turn from
Cleveland Street into South Dowling Street

•

Allowing left turn movements from Errol Flynn Boulevard into Lang Road
following the conclusion of events (subject to planning approval)

4.4 Operations of Driver Avenue northern drop off area
Item (f) of Condition D16 for the Stage 2 approval of the SFS Redevelopment
requires that the ETTMP includes measures to mitigate impacts to traffic flow
from the following activities on the northern section of Driver Avenue:
•

passenger pick-up / drop-off on the eastern kerb; and

•

large vehicles, including coaches and stretched vehicles, undertaking multiple
traffic manoeuvres to turn around.

The SFS Redevelopment will facilitate significantly improved operations of the
drop off area on the northern section of Driver Avenue, consistent with the
requirements of Condition D16 (Item f). Key improvements to this area resulting
from the Precinct Village and Car Park project are as follows:
•

From the SFS opening in 2022 - the provision of the vehicle rejection
roundabout within the MP1 car park will allow large vehicles (>6m in length)
to avoid having to undertake a 3-point turn in Driver Avenue which can
sometimes create congestion prior to the start of major events. This rejection
roundabout can accommodate up to 14.5m long coaches, with these large
vehicles to be directed to enter the car park and use the roundabout to turn
around and leave the Precinct. This offers a significantly improved
arrangement compared to current conditions, where long vehicles are
required to undertake multi-point manoeuvres to turn around on Driver
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Avenue. Vehicles less than 6m in length (i.e. standard passenger vehicles)
can continue to safely undertake a u-turn on Driver Avenue as per the current
drop off arrangements prior to events commencing. During the construction of
Stage 1 of the Precinct Village and Car Park temporary alternate
arrangements may be in place to facilitate vehicle movements within the car
MP1 car park – this will be considered in detail at the time of construction.
•

Following the completion of Stage 1 of the Precinct Village and Car Park
project - the eastern footpath of Driver Avenue (between Moore Park Road
and car park access point) to be closed to pedestrians before and after
events to eliminate conflicts between cars and pedestrians and provide for
improved passenger drop off operations. The Precinct Village will offer a
more attractive and convenient route to access the SFS, and therefore the
Driver Avenue eastern footpath will no longer be required to accommodate
pedestrians on events days.

•

Following the removal of event car parking from Lower Kippax - extension of
the existing drop off zone on Driver Avenue (north) due to the removal of the
access point to the current EP2 car park entry/exit. This will create additional
drop off capacity on the western kerb of Driver Avenue and reduce the
likelihood of passenger drop off occurring the eastern kerb.

These improved end state operational arrangements for the event drop off area
on Driver Avenue north are illustrated in Figure 31.

Figure 31

18 July 2022

End state operations for passenger drop off – Driver Avenue north
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4.5 Preferred passenger pick up and drop off arrangements
Following detailed discussions with TfNSW and other relevant stakeholders
including NSW Police and Greater Sydney Parklands the preferred passenger
pick up and drop off arrangements have been developed which consider the
following transport modes:
•

Coaches;

•

Taxis;

•

Ride-share vehicles; and

•

Kiss and ride vehicles (i.e. general drop off).

The recommended arrangements take into consideration the different event
categories as previously noted in this Plan. This reflects the greater level of
transport overlay and management required as event attendance increases and
provides a framework for how passenger pick up and drop off should be
managed for SFS events. It important however that a ‘one size fits all’ approach
is not adopted in relation to passenger pick up and drop off for every events held
at the SFS. Venues NSW, in conjunction with TfNSW and other stakeholders as
part of pre-event planning that takes place in the MEOG, will identify a suitable
level of intervention required that accounts for event specific factors such as:
•

Day of week and time of day event is scheduled;

•

Attendance demographic;

•

Weather;

•

Event sporting code / teams involved;

•

Anticipated egress timeframe (e.g. there may be post-match activities
planned which disperses egress movements); and

•

Other events that may be occurring in the Moore Park / Surry Hills /
Paddington areas or changes in the environment external to the stadium.

Passenger pick up and drop off facilities have been planned to take into
consideration future changes in the transport environment around Moore Park as
previously detailed. This considers the likely timing of the changes and the
opportunities these changes may bring in improving pick up and drop off
arrangements for all modes of transport considered.
The preferred arrangements are presented in the following sections of this
ETTMP.
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4.5.1 Coaches – drop off and pick up
The preferred arrangements for coaches are presented in Figure 32. As
previously noted the existing coach parking area at the southern end of Driver
Avenue generally operates well with sufficient capacity for the majority of events
held at the SFS. An additional area has been identified on Oxford Street adjacent
to Centennial Park which would be utilised for parking/layover only – with drop off
and pick up of passengers to be at the southern end of Driver Avenue.
When additional space is required for coaches (such as double headers),
additional options for coach parking/layover can include the Lee Street bus
interchange, Oxford Street, King Street Wharf and York Road. Use of these
areas can further enhance capacity if required, with their need to be discussed
as part of pre-event planning undertaken by the MEOG.
Additional kerbside space has been identified along the southern kerb of Moore
Park Road (near Oatley Road) following the removal of the Moore Park Road
cycleway in 2023. This space previously operated as a clearway during major
events and was sometimes used as coach parking by TfNSW prior to the
introduction of the cycleway. The space is in close proximity to the stadium
access points, providing easy access for coach users. It would also allow for
shuttle buses run by sporting partners (e.g. Sydney Roosters) to conveniently
drop off and pick up passengers. This area would provide capacity for a further
6-7 coaches / shuttle buses in addition to the 20 spaces currently provided on
Driver Avenue. No impacts to neighbouring buildings or residents would result
from the use of this kerbside space for the use of coach parking.
The proposed car park egress onto Moore Park Road would need to consider the
management of pedestrians moving along the footpath and those waiting to
board coaches and the interface between vehicles egressing the car park and
coach operation. Should the coach parking zone be implemented on events
where the Moore Park Road car park egress point is utilised, traffic management
(via traffic controllers) would be introduced to manage movements and conflicts
between coaches leaving the designated parking zone. This may involve traffic
controllers holding all coaches while vehicles exit the car park onto Moore Park
Road. When cars are held from exiting the car park and pedestrians permitted to
walk along the Moore Park Road footpath coaches would then be instructed to
depart the kerbside parking zone. Prior to implementation of this coach parking
zone a safety review would be undertaken to confirm it’s suitability for future use.
This assessment would be based on observations of traffic and pedestrian
movements following the opening of the SFS in the second half of 2022.
TfNSW are also investigating the potential to allow certain coaches or shuttle
buses to operate out of the special event bus terminal (Stand C) for certain
events given spare capacity exists at this stand, as acknowledged in the draft
Moore Park Precinct Transport Action Plan.
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Figure 32

Future arrangements – coaches (prior to removal of cycleway)

Figure 33

Future arrangements – coaches (following removal of cycleway)
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4.5.2 Taxis / Kiss & Ride / Ride-share – drop off
The preferred arrangements for vehicle drop off for taxis and passenger vehicles
(including ride-share vehicles) is presented in the following figures. This largely
retains existing arrangements for vehicle drop off with key modifications being:
•

Extension of the existing drop off area on the northern section of Driver
Avenue (following removal of parking from Lower Kippax as per Greater
Sydney Parklands Trust Act 2022). As noted in Section 4.4 there would also
be significant operational improvements in the way this northern drop off area
functions as a result of the Precinct Village and Car Park project when
completed.

•

Use of a kerbside area on Moore Park Road (westbound), between Oatley
Road and Poate Road, following the removal of the Moore Park Road
cycleway. This space previously operated as a clearway during events and
was informally used by taxis and passenger vehicles. No existing on-street
parking would be impacted by this proposal during major events compared to
existing conditions.

•

Extension of the drop off area on Driver Avenue (south) following the removal
of car parking in EP3 (Showground) as per Greater Sydney Parklands Trust
Act 2022.

Figure 34
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Future drop off arrangements (prior to cycleway removal)
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Figure 35
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Future drop off arrangements (post cycleway and EP3 removal)
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4.5.3 Taxis / Kiss & Ride – pick up
Consistent with current arrangements, pick up for events will take place away
from Driver Avenue to prevent vehicles from entering the Precinct while large
numbers of people (both on foot and in the car park) are simultaneously trying to
leave. With event car parking areas in place, no vehicles are permitted to enter
Driver Avenue (north or south) for the purposes of passenger pick up.
The Moore Park Road cycleway is currently closed to cyclists following the
conclusion of events in Moore Park to reduce conflicts between cyclists and
pedestrians egressing the Precinct. The cycleway infrastructure however restricts
the ability for Moore Park Road to be used for the purposes of passenger pick up
– even though the cycleway is not in operation. An option has been developed
(see Figure 36) which would allow for passenger pick up to occur on Moore Park
Road with the cycleway still in place. This would involve creating a break in the
separator to allow for vehicle entry and exit, with the pick up zone indicated in
Figure 37 on the following page. This pick up zone is located within a two minute
walk of the stadium entry point on Moore Park Road. This would be subject to a
safety review before being implemented.

Figure 36
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Passenger pick up on Moore Park Road prior to cycleway removal
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As per the Moore Park Precinct Transport Action Plan developed by TfNSW pick
up locations have also been identified on Anzac Parade and Lang Road following
the conclusion of major events. The Anzac Parade pick up locations would only
operate following the conclusion of the PM peak period (generally after 7pm) on
weekdays or anytime on weekends. The northbound pick up location on Anzac
Parade would also be subject to the introduction of a right hand turn from
Cleveland Street into South Dowling Street as detailed in the Moore Park Traffic
and Transport Management Plan developed by Transport for NSW. This
measure would have the effect of dispersing traffic flows away from away from
Anzac Parade northbound and enabling its use as a post event pick up area
(subject to the introduction of new stairs as described in the draft Moore Park
Precinct Transport Action Plan). A road safety audit and risk assessment would
need to be undertaken to confirm the suitability of this zone prior to
implementation. TfNSW will undertake further investigations to confirm the
feasibility of this location prior to introducing this pick up zone, including
determining the extent of traffic treatments and road safety measures required.
Following the removal of the EP3 parking area (by December 2025 as per the
timing noted in the Greater Sydney Parklands Trust Act 2022) there is the
opportunity to utilise Driver Avenue south for passenger pick up given traffic
flows at this end of Driver Avenue would be significantly reduced when compared
with current conditions. This arrangement is illustrated in Figure 38 on the
following page.
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Figure 37

Future pick up arrangements – taxis & vehicles (prior to cycleway removal)

Figure 38

Future pick up arrangements – taxis & vehicles (post EP3 and cycleway removal)
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4.5.4 Ride-share pick up
As part of this project Transport for NSW has been consulted to understand the
most suitable arrangements for ride-share vehicles servicing the future SFS.
Kerbside areas (similar to taxis) are not currently an option for the purposes of
pick up as rideshare vehicles cannot ‘rank’ or wait under the current road rules.
In this context, and given the unavailability of suitable off-street parking areas,
the most suitable option was agreed to be the introduction of a ‘geo-fence’ for
ride-share vehicles post events.
Transport for NSW will liaise with ride-sharing companies via the Point to Point
Commissioner to implement a technology driven ‘geo-fence’ in the vicinity of the
Stadium. This ‘geo-fence’ will be applied to prevent users within a designated
exclusion zone from calling ridesharing services. Rideshare users will instead be
directed by the relevant app to first walk outside the exclusion area before being
able to order a rideshare service vehicle. This will ensure ridesharing services
will not adversely impact traffic or pedestrian movements in the vicinity of the
SFS during the intensive post-event egress period. This geo-fence solution has
been introduced for events at the new Bankwest Stadium in Parramatta.
A geo-fence would be in place for Category C events and above, with a reduced
extent for Category B/C events when compared to A/A+ events. The extents of
the geo-fence are illustrated in Figure 39 (for Category C/B events) and Figure
40 (for Category A/A+ events).

Figure 39
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Ride-share geo-fence extents (Category C/B events)
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Figure 40

Ride-share geo-fence extents (Category A/A+ events)

As per the Moore Park Precinct Transport Action Plan developed by TfNSW the
following areas are to be investigated by TfNSW in consultation with the relevant
landowner that would provide a dedicated pick up zone for ride-share vehicles:
•

Mitre 10 car park on Oxford Street; and

•

Car park within Centennial Parklands, adjacent to Paddington Gates. Car
park within Centennial Parklands, adjacent to Paddington Gates. Given the
location adjacent to the children's playground it may only be appropriate to
use this area for evening events when most activity within the parklands has
dissipated. Use of this area would be subject to further detailed review before
implementation, including a risk and safety assessment.

Prior to the introduction of the geo-fence by TfNSW ride-share vehicles will
continue to operate in a dispersed manner around the Precinct. As previously
noted TfNSW have advised that the lack of formal pick up facilities in the precinct
for ride-share vehicles can contribute to reduced traffic congestion as it
distributes vehicles across a number of areas rather than concentrating traffic
movements at one or two locations. This operation is currently in place for events
held at the neighbouring SCG.
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4.6 Access for people with mobility impairments
The design of the SFS allows for private vehicles and point to point transport
vehicles to enter the redeveloped MP1 car park to drop off and pick up
passengers with mobility impairments. An area for four vehicles parked at any
one time has been provided within the eastern car park as shown in Figure 41
and Figure 42. This provision is consistent with that approved under SSD 9835
for the project. A level, accessible path of travel is provided from this drop off
area that does not require any interactions with vehicles circulating within the car
park.
Access for these vehicles would be managed by staff and be pre-booked only.
No access for general taxi / ride-share vehicles, or those who have not prebooked, would be permitted. People would pre-book with the Venues NSW and
have their number plates registered prior to the event. Should they not be
accredited they would be required to turn around in the MP1 car park (using the
vehicle rejection roundabout) and exit the precinct.
Following the conclusion of the event people using the accessible pick up zone
would need to wait approximately 30 minutes after the event has been completed
so as to allow the majority of the car park to clear. This requirement that patrons
wait a period of time before being picked up will be communicated by the venue
operator in advance of the event, and is consistent with the approach taken at
other venues in Sydney such as CommBank Stadium in Parramatta.

Figure 41
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Event mode accessible drop off (prior to Precinct Village)
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Figure 42

18 July 2022

Event mode accessible drop off (post Precinct Village)
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5 Event Car Parking
5.1 Existing event car parking
Prior to the demolition of the former SFS in January 2020 the MP1 car park,
located on the corner of Driver Avenue and Moore Park Road, contained
approximately 600 car parking spaces. The car park is currently used as a
construction compound with no event car parking permitted. The Stage 2 SFS
redevelopment project (SSD 9835) allows for the reinstatement of 540 spaces in
MP1 at the opening of the redeveloped SFS.
The closest (currently operational) off-street car parking area is the
Entertainment Quarter (EQ) car park – a 2,000 space multi-storey car park that is
open from 6.00am to 2.00am, 7 days a week.
During events, parking is also made available in the grass areas on the western
side of Driver Avenue known as EP2 and EP3. These parking areas have a
combined capacity of approximately 2,100 car parking spaces, but are not
available for general day to day use outside of event days. Event car parking is
also available within Sydney Boys and Sydney Girls High Schools on the western
side of Anzac Parade. Existing event car parking spaces in the Moore Park
Precinct is presented in Figure 43.

Figure 43

18 July 2022

Existing event car parking
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5.2 Future event day car parking provision
A key component of the Moore Park Masterplan 2040 is to enhance green space
in the Moore Park Precinct through the gradual removal of the existing on-grass
event parking (i.e. EP2 and EP3). The Masterplan however acknowledges that
such measures will not be implemented until supplementary parking in alternate
locations has been created. Removal of existing on-grass event parking areas
would result in a reduction of approximately 2,100 spaces in the precinct
compared to current conditions. This ECMP has been developed to respond to
these future changes in the parking environment.
It is important to recognise that at the time of the formation of Condition D50 of
SSD 9835 in December 2019, the Precinct Village and Car Park project was not
yet contemplated. As noted in Table 6 below, when SSD 9835 was approved the
removal of on-grass car parking was expected to create a reduction of 2,100
event car parking spaces on the basis that supplementary parking in alternate
locations was created.
Table 6 Future event day car parking provision (expected as of December 2019)
Maximum number of event day
parking spaces
Car park

Car park type

On Stadium
Opening

Following
Removal of OnGrass Parking (as
per Moore Park
Masterplan 2040)

540

540

Members Car Park (MP1)

Permanent car park

Event Parking 2 (EP2)

Event car parking (grass)

1,000

0

Event Parking 3 (EP3)

Event car parking (grass)

1,100

0

Sydney Boys / Girls High School

Event car parking

750

750

Moore Park Golf Club

Event car parking

100

100

Entertainment Quarter

Permanent car park

2,000

2,000

5,490

3,390

Total
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The Precinct Village and Car Park project, when completed, will provide a portion
of this supplementary parking thereby assisting the progressive removal of the
on-grass event car parking as per the Greater Sydney Parklands Trust Act 2022.
The proposed maximum event car parking provision for the Moore Park Precinct,
compared against that approved for the SFS under SSD 9835, is shown in Table
7. This demonstrates that post the delivery of the Precinct Village and Car Park
and removal of parking within EP3 a shortfall of 1,140 car parking capacity will
remain when compared with current approvals.
Table 7 Future event day car parking provision
Future Maximum Car Parking

Car Park

Members Car
Park (MP1)

As per current
SFS approval
(SSD 9835)

With Precinct Village
On Stadium and Car Park Proposal
(Stage 1)
Opening
(Stage 0) –
Post Dec’
Sep’ 22
Pre Dec’ 23
23

With Precinct Village
and Car Park
Proposal (Stage 2)
Pre Dec’
25

Post Dec’
25

540

540

186

1,270

1,500

1,500

Event Parking 2
(EP2)

1,000
(Upper + Lower
Kippax)

350 in Lower
Kippax only

350 in
Lower
Kippax only

0

0

0

Event Parking 3
(EP3)

1,100

1,100

1,100

1,100

1,100

0

Sydney Boys /
Girls High
School

750

750

750

750

750

750

Moore Park Golf
Club

100

100

100

100

100

100

Entertainment
Quarter

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

TOTAL

5,490

4,840

4,486

5,220

5,450

4,350
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5.3 Forecast future parking demands vs supply
Based on the recent findings of the post event patron surveys and event day
interview surveys, as well as previous travel data collected in 2018 for double
header events, the mode share and associated travel demands (including
parking demands) for people travelling to the SFS for different size events have
been estimated and are detailed comprehensively in the Event Car Parking
Management Plan.
Figure 44 considers parking demand against supply (interim and ultimate
arrangements) for different events. ‘Business as usual’ parking demands, and
those following the introduction of transport initiatives as detailed in the various
operational transport plans, are noted which indicate that the future event day
parking supply will typically be sufficient to accommodate events up to a crowd
size of approximately 40,000 people. Beyond this figure additional parking
opportunities may be required to service the expected demand to minimise
overflow parking on surrounding streets.
Demand - Business as Usual

Demand - with transport initiatives

Event Day Parking Supply (Ultimate)

Event Day Parking Supply - On SFS opening

7,000

Forecast Parking Demand

6,000
5,000
4,000
3,000
2,000
1,000
10,000

20,000

30,000

40,000

55,000

Attendance
Figure 44
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5.4 Alternate event car parking locations
As part the event car parking management plan developed for the SFS a number
of potential event satellite locations were considered to accommodate parking
demands during events. These areas include those noted in part (d) of Condition
D50 as well as other potential areas identified through discussions with TfNSW.
The satellite parking areas considered in the event car parking management plan
are summarised in Table 8 below.
Through the discussions with TfNSW and the analysis undertaken only Randwick
Racecourse and the University of New South Wales (UNSW) were identified as
suitable locations for satellite car parking, as well as the continued use of the
Entertainment Quarter which may potentially be expanded to accommodate
additional parking in future.
Table 8 Assessment of satellite car parking areas

Potential car parking area
Entertainment Quarter
Randwick Racecourse
ES Marks Fields
Moore Park Golf Course
University of New South Wales
(Kensington Campus)
World Square
Goulburn Street car park

Provides a suitable number
of event car parking spaces

In proximity to direct public
transport services to the SFS

















The requirement to introduce satellite car parking areas for specific events in the
Precinct will form part of the pre-event planning carried out by the Moore Park
Events Operations Group (MEOG). The MEOG will be responsible for
coordinating the satellite parking locations well in advance of the event taking
place. The management of the satellite parking areas on event days will be the
responsibility of the relevant landowner – for example the Australian Turf Club in
the case of Randwick Racecourse
Further details around potential management and communication measures that
are to be in place so that patrons are aware of the satellite parking areas are
detailed in the Event Car Parking Management Plan.
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6 Public Transport Access
6.1 Light rail
The opening of the CBD and South East Light Rail in 2019 significantly improved
public transport accessibility and further increased the attractiveness of public
transport as a means of accessing the SFS. The Moore Park light rail stop is
located on the eastern side of Anzac Parade approximately 100m north of Lang
Road. The stop is an island platform and provides a separated crossing for
passengers over the light rail tracks to the east to Moore Park with a six-metrewide path to the Moore Park forecourt. The Dr Agnes Bennett pedestrian bridge
also provides access to the western side of Anzac Parade, which benefits
students and staff travelling to Sydney Boys and Girls High Schools. Disabled
access is via a gate at track level to the platform.
Services operate every four to ten minutes outside of events and every two to
four minutes during events. Up to 24 services per hour can operate between
Central Station and Moore Park during events, providing capacity for nearly
11,000 people per hour for egress and 7,200 for ingress. An additional 12
services per hour operate between Randwick/Kingsford and Moore Park which
can accommodate a further 5,400 people per hour. To support travel to and from
the identified satellite car parking areas (e.g. Randwick Racecourse and UNSW)
additional light rail services to Randwick and/or Kingsford will be required on
event days. This measure (currently under investigation by TfNSW) is also
identified in the Moore Park Precinct Transport Action Plan.

Figure 45

18 July 2022

Moore Park light rail stop
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6.2 Heavy rail
Central Station is the closest station to the Moore Park Precinct, with the primary
pedestrian link via the Albert ‘Tibby’ Cotter Bridge and Devonshire Street as
shown in Figure 46. The walk between Central Station and the SFS takes
between 20 and 25 minutes and is 1.8km in length.

Figure 46

18 July 2022

Key pedestrian routes between Central Station and the SFS
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6.3 Bus services
In addition to the improved level of public transport access to Moore Park offered
by Sydney Light Rail, special event bus services will continue to operate.
A new special event interchange at Moore Park was opened in 2019. The project
has improved the public transport interchange alongside Tramway Oval by
removing the current large concrete bus structures and replacing them with more
modern, subtle structures, closer to Anzac Parade.
The relocation of the bus loop from its current site near Driver Avenue to closer
to Anzac Parade provides for safer and more delineated routes to be created for
crowds dispersing from games at Moore Park. New pathways have been
provided to improve access to both the bus loop and new Light Rail stop. Figure
47 shows the Moore Park special event bus interchange.
As part of the Moore Park Precinct Transport Action Plan developed by TfNSW,
it is noted that the potential for additional special event bus services should be
investigated, including:
•

Services to/ from Redfern and Green Square; and

•

Services to/ from Bondi Junction.

Services could pick up/ drop off on Anzac Parade or at Stand C where there is
additional capacity for bus services.

Figure 47
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Moore Park special event bus interchange
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6.4 Integrated ticketing
For events with integrated ticketing at the SFS, ticket holders are able to travel to
and from the stadium via bus, rail or light rail at no extra cost. Currently the
following major sporting partners have integrated ticketing arrangements for
events at the SFS:
•

NSW Waratahs;

•

Sydney FC

Sporting partners are required to negotiate terms of potential integrated ticketing
arrangements directly with Transport for NSW. These discussions currently sit
outside of the direct control of the Venues NSW, however VNSW is a strong
advocate of integrated ticketing given the benefit from a customer experience
perspective. Transport for NSW has been consulted during the development of
this ETTMP. During this consultation it was noted that Transport for NSW is
currently in discussions with key stakeholders to encourage the implementation
of integrated ticketing for all events in Moore Park including at the adjacent
Sydney Cricket Ground. These discussions are ongoing.
As a result of the significant investment in public transport by the NSW
Government, particularly the new light rail line, most venue hirers have
implemented integrated ticketing to promote the use of public transport by their
patrons. Venues NSW and its home teams are longstanding advocates of
integrated ticketing. TfNSW, in consultation with Venues NSW, is progressing
plans to allow for integrated ticketing to be in place for all events in the Moore
Park precinct. This initiative will support travel by public transport and reduce
event day parking demands .
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7 Monitoring and Review
It is important that the ETTMP is supported by a number of developing indicators
that can be used to monitor and review its success moving forward. Ultimately it
is in the interest of Venues NSW that the ETTMP and the other transport
operational management plans are successful – meaning patrons have a more
enjoyable event day experience, their transport journeys are smoother and they
will want to return again. This monitoring will continue to take place for events
held at the venue to achieve the stated objective of facilitating a safe, simple,
enjoyable and seamless arrival and exit arrangement for patrons, irrespective of
the mode of travel by which they attend events.
Data will be collected so the effectiveness of the operational transport plans can
be continuously reviewed. A number of success indicators have been developed
as summarised in Table 9 which identify how elements of the ETTMP will be
monitored, including:
•

How people travel to the precinct on both event and non-event days;

•

The number of people cycling to the precinct for both for events and general
work related travel;

•

Usage of public transport and vehicles to access events;

•

Pedestrian demand along key routes for those people travelling to/from key
public transport nodes including the Moore Park light rail stop and Central
Station – both before and after the event; and

•

The number of pedestrian crashes recorded in the precinct on event days,
with an ultimate target of no incidents.

In addition to the data collection process the ETTMP will be continuously
reviewed through pre-event planning discussions held by the MEOG, with the
meetings chaired by TfNSW. These discussions will include feedback from key
stakeholders such as NSW Police and Greater Sydney Parklands and
modifications to elements of the ETTMP made as required.
Amendments to the ETTMP may also occur periodically based on advice from
key stakeholders such as Transport for NSW, NSW Police, Greater Sydney
Parklands or environmental changes in the Moore Park Precinct (due to changes
in the street environment or amendments to vehicle access). This would likely
occur annually to align with revisions to the broader precinct traffic and transport
management plan. The Social Impact Monitoring Program (SIMP) prepared to
respond to Condition D49 of SSD 9835 provides the framework for the
monitoring and review process for the ETTMP.
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Table 9 Success indicators

Indicator

Description

Success indicator

Baseline data
source

How data is to be
collected

Collection
Frequency

Collection
Frequency

Mode share
- event

What mode of transport
people use to arrive to
Moore Park

Reduction in proportion
of visitors travelling by
private vehicle

2021 post event
patron surveys

Via post event
patron surveys

Every event

Quarterly

Mode share
- non event

What mode of transport
staff use to travel to
Moore Park on nonevent days

Reduction in proportion
of visitors travelling by
private vehicle

2016 Journey to
Work data

Travel survey of staff

Annually

Annually

Cycling event

Number of people
cycling to events in
Moore Park

Increase in take up of
visitor bicycle parking
in the precinct on event
days

2021
observational
surveys

Observational
surveys conducted
every year of bicycle
parking facilities

Annually

Annually

Cycling non event

Number of staff cycling
to work in Moore Park
and using the on-site
end of trip facilities

Increase in proportion
of staff using cycling as
a mode of transport

2016 Journey to
Work data

Travel survey of staff
and observations
indicating the
occupancy of the onsite end of trip facility

Annually

Annually
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Indicator

Description

Success indicator

Public
transport
usage

Number of people using
light rail to travel to
events in Moore Park

Increase in light rail
usage as a proportion
of total event attendees

Walking

Use of key walking route
(Devonshire Street) to
and from Moore Park on
event days

Pedestrian
crashes

Annual number of
crashes/incidents
involving vehicles and
pedestrians in Moore
Park associated with
events

18 July 2022

Baseline data
source

How data is to be
collected

Collection
Frequency

Collection
Frequency

2021 transport
data provided by
TfNSW

Ongoing transport
data provided by
TfNSW

Every event

Quarterly

Increase in proportion
of people walking from
Central Station using
Devonshire Street

2021 pedestrian
counts

Pedestrian counts
along key walking
routes for a
minimum of two
events per year

Two events
per year

Biannually

Reduction in annual
number of crashes /
incidents, ultimately
targeting no crashes /
incidents

TfNSW crash
data / Venues
NSW incident log

TfNSW crash data /
Venues NSW
incident log

Annually

Annually
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8 Summary and Recommended Actions
This ETTMP has been developed by Venues NSW to support the future
operations of Sydney Football Stadium (SFS). The ETTMP has been developed
in accordance with the requirements of Condition D16 of the development
consent, with overarching objective to ensure that traffic and transport during
events at the SFS (including bump–in and bump-out periods) is safely and
efficiently operated. The ETTMP will assist in facilitating a safe, simple, enjoyable
and seamless arrival and exit arrangement for patrons, irrespective of the mode
of travel by which they attend events.
The ETTMP has been informed through discussions with key stakeholders such
as Transport for NSW (TfNSW), NSW Police, City of Sydney Council and
Greater Sydney Parklands and takes into consideration the changes in the
transport environment envisaged in the endorsed Moore Park Precinct Transport
Action Plan developed by TfNSW.
Key actions arising out of the ETTMP, including the organisations responsible for
implementing each action, is summarised in Table 10 on the following pages.

18 July 2022
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Table 10

ETTMP actions
Responsibility
⚫ Lead

Category

Event traffic
and
pedestrian
management

18 July 2022

Action

Timing

⚫ Supporting

Venues
NSW

NSW Police

Transport
for NSW

Greater
Sydney
Parklands

⚫

Closure of eastern footpath of
Driver Avenue before and after
Category C or above events

Following full
completion of the
Precinct Village and
Car Park project

⚫

⚫

⚫

Traffic control at the future car
park egress point on Moore Park
Road to manage interactions
between pedestrians and vehicles
post event (Category B or above)

Following full
completion of the
Precinct Village and
Car Park project

⚫

⚫

⚫

Operational road network
changes to improve traffic flows
pre and post events

Prior to the opening
of the SFS

⚫

⚫

⚫

Improvement in operational
efficiency of Entertainment
Quarter car park

Prior to the opening
of the SFS

Eliminate existing pedestrian /
vehicle conflict points on Driver
Avenue at EP2 car park

Following removal
of event car parking
in EP2 by Greater
Sydney Parklands

⚫

⚫

⚫

⚫

Prepare TCPs that further detail
traffic management arrangements
to be in place in the Precinct as
well as management of
pedestrian flow and crowd swell.
This should cover the
intersections on Driver Avenue at
intersections on Moore Park Road
and Lang Road , as well as along

Prior to the opening
of the SFS

⚫

⚫

⚫

⚫

Other

⚫

⚫
(Carsingha
Investments)

⚫

⚫
(City of
Sydney)
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Responsibility
⚫ Lead
Category

Action

Timing

Venues
NSW

NSW Police

Transport
for NSW

⚫ Supporting
Greater
Sydney
Other
Parklands

Moore Park Road between Driver
Avenue and Regent Street

Implementation of appropriate
pedestrian pathways, lighting and
signage within Moore Park

At SFS opening

⚫

Implement traffic management
arrangements on Moore Park
Road to manage vehicle and
pedestrian flows and crowds
(including crowd swell) with the
aim to minimise the need for any
lane / road closures based on
event size and nature

At SFS opening

⚫

Wayfinding
and signage

Implementation of wayfinding,
including illuminated signs within
the SFS site boundary, to direct
patrons towards key destinations
including public transport nodes

At SFS opening

⚫

Passenger
pick up and
drop off

Extend existing drop off zone on
Driver Avenue (north)

Following removal
of event car parking
in EP2 by Greater
Sydney Parklands

⚫

18 July 2022

⚫

⚫

⚫

⚫

⚫

⚫

⚫

⚫

⚫
⚫

⚫

(City of
Sydney)
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Responsibility
⚫ Lead
Category

Passenger
pick up and
drop off

18 July 2022

Action

Timing

Venues
NSW

NSW Police

Transport
for NSW

⚫ Supporting
Greater
Sydney
Other
Parklands

Investigate potential to utilise
Moore Park Road southern kerb
for pick up / drop off while the
pop-up cycleway remains in place

Immediate

⚫

Direct large vehicles entering
Driver Avenue on event days to
use the vehicle rejection
roundabout within the SFS

At SFS opening

⚫

Arrange for coaches to park in offsite areas to service large events
if required

At SFS opening

⚫

Introduce new pick up areas on
Anzac Parade and Lang Road for
taxis, ride-share and kiss and ride
vehicles

At SFS opening

⚫

⚫

⚫

⚫

Investigate the potential to
introduce a new pick up area on
Driver Avenue South

Following removal
of event car parking
in EP3 by Greater
Sydney Parklands

⚫

⚫

⚫

⚫

⚫
(City of
Sydney)

⚫

⚫

⚫
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Responsibility
⚫ Lead
Category

Event car
parking

18 July 2022

Action

Timing

Venues
NSW

NSW Police

Transport
for NSW

⚫

⚫

⚫

⚫ Supporting
Greater
Sydney
Other
Parklands
⚫

Implement a post event ride-share
‘geo-fence’

At SFS opening

Investigate the use of off-site car
parks as dedicated pick up zones
for ride-share vehicles

In conjunction with
the implementation
of the geo-fence

⚫

Provide for accessible pick up /
drop off within the MP1 car park

At SFS opening

⚫

Utilise Randwick Racecourse as a
satellite car parking area for large
events at the SFS

Following the
removal of all ongrass event parking
in Moore Park

⚫

⚫

Utilise UNSW Kensington
Campus as a satellite car parking
area for large events at the SFS
when Randwick Racecourse is
unavailable

Following the
removal of all ongrass event parking
in Moore Park

⚫

⚫

⚫

(Ride share
companies)

⚫
⚫

(Relevant
landowners &
NSW Police)

⚫
(ATC)

⚫
(UNSW)
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Responsibility
⚫ Lead
Category

Public
transport

18 July 2022

Action

Timing

Venues
NSW

NSW Police

Transport
for NSW

As per the recommendation of the
TfNSW Moore Park Precinct
Transport Action Plan, investigate
extending the existing light rail
special event services to / from
Kingsford and Randwick

In conjunction with
implementation of
satellite car parking

Use existing VMS signs to inform
patrons to travel to other parking
areas before they enter Moore
Park

In conjunction with
implementation of
satellite car parking

⚫

⚫

Install temporary wayfinding
between the satellite car parking
area and adjacent public transport
node

In conjunction with
implementation of
satellite car parking

⚫

⚫

Notify patrons (at the time of ticket
booking) about the potential
parking options available

In conjunction with
implementation of
satellite car parking

⚫

⚫

Investigate extending light rail
services to support access to
Randwick and/or Kingsford to
support access to satellite car
parking areas

In conjunction with
implementation of
satellite car parking

⚫

⚫

Investigate additional special
event bus services from Redfern,
Green Square and Bondi
Junction.

At SFS opening

⚫ Supporting
Greater
Sydney
Other
Parklands

⚫

⚫
(Relevant
landowner)

⚫
(Sporting
clubs /
ticketing
provider)

⚫
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Responsibility
⚫ Lead
Category

Action

Continue discussions with
sporting codes to implement
integrated ticketing for all events
in Moore Park

18 July 2022

Timing

Prior to the SFS
opening

Venues
NSW

⚫

NSW Police

Transport
for NSW

⚫ Supporting
Greater
Sydney
Other
Parklands

⚫
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